CHICAGOANS SEE SKY ALIGHT WITH AURORA DISPLAY

A brilliant aurora borealis display was visible over a wide area last night. Locally, it was particularly brilliant on the south side near the lake, on the far northwest side, and in some parts of the western suburbs.

Weather bureau officials said stations as far east as Pennsylvania reported displays of the colorful sky lighting, known also as the northern lights. Observers at the weather bureau station at Chicago airport said the display in that area was bright.

The northern lights are an electrical phenomena related to magnetic storms, which in turn have some connection with spots on the sun.

Interferes With Radio

New York, July 26 (AP)—A sun spot "curtain" across world air lanes today snarled international radio communications for the second consecutive day and interfered with domestic telegraf transmissions. Tonight, northern lights appeared over many cities.

ICELAND VOTES TO APPLY FOR SEAT WITH U. N.

REYKJAVIK, Iceland, July 26 (AP)—The question of the withdrawal of United States troops from Iceland was raised again in the althing [parliament] last night as delegates voted to authorize the cabinet to apply for membership in the United Nations.

Prolonged debate was evoked by an amendment which would have made the application contingent upon the immediate withdrawal of United States forces.

The amendment finally was defeated, 36 to 9, after Prime Minister Ofafor Thors said negotiations were about to begin with the United States for the abrogation of the military protection agreement of 1941.